We are looking for a new monkey’s keeper to help us care for our growing platform
Did you dream about being an animal trainer and exploring the world when you were little?
But did you also find out, when growing up, that your talents lie more in ‘making code jump
through hoops’ than in shoveling you-know-what?
Then this job might be your chance, because there is an

Experienced Azure Developer wanted for FlexForceMonkey
FlexForceMonkey is the cloud platform where all buying and selling parties in the flex-market
can collaborate into more efficient, fairly distributed and transparent administrative
processes. Some developers might find this sentence overly boring, but the ones who
directly understand that this means exciting technology like API’s for market leading ERP
solutions, portal functionality for timesheets, global standards for digital invoices and security;
those are the developers we are looking for.
Imagine that all these things are put together in one exciting experience. Our exploration
through the jungle of flex started a little less than 2 years ago. Simplifying and demystifying a
market where data-models between sellers and buyers do not match and where complex
calculations on collective labor agreements amplify those issues. The pace is picking up but
there is still a lot to do. So we require additional senior caretaking resources in our jungle.

You and your team position:

We offer:

Off course we need you to have an
extensive experience on development in
Microsoft Azure. Building applications and
sites with C#, ASP.NET, AngularJS,
etcetera. Designing technical solutions,
based on the vast library of resources that
are available, should be second nature to
you. But team performance may be even
more important. Because our keepers of
the Monkey are exactly that. With an
enormous drive to execute, our people
combines our core values of creativity,
can-do mentality and diversity into one
great team effort and team experience.

…Nothing short of a great new exploring
chapter in your career. Within
FlexForceMonkey, you will get a clear
chance to outperform yourself, add your
value and apply your knowledge in a very
unrestricted working environment. As long
as the team as a whole generates a little
step forward every day.

And most of all: a flexible mindset is key to
making it all work.

This is naturally supported with a market
based pay and additional arrangements.
Be honest to yourself: how often do you
get the chance to apply your stabilizing,
seriously experienced, technical
knowledge at a startup that has lift-off and
is on the path to becoming a scaleup?

Diversity, to us, stands for the fact that everyone is different and thus the same in its basic
humanity. This means we encourage everyone, independently of color, background, status
and gender to apply. When your Dutch or English is sufficient and you have ‘something’ new
to add to all the keepers we already have in our team, we see this as an added value!

Just come and get a cup of coffee:
In the end it will all come down to getting in touch. You will have to meet our monkey and talk
to our team. So get an impression at www.flexforcemonkey.com and do not hesitate to send
us an email at doede.van.haperen@flexforcemonkey.com or call via +31-(0)6-48619646.

